
Swing Door Double Glass Stacker

Capture
Enhancements

Bottom Open Panel

Capture just got better. 

Several new enhancements are now order ready.  
Exceptionally easy to plan, install and reconfigure, 

Capture is ideal for today’s work environments. 



Capture Enhancements

HPL Solid door with Fabric Tile Stacker above

Vinyl Door with Full Lite option and Steel Tile Stacker above

Swing Door
Add more privacy to your traditional systems office with a full-size door. The Door Frame is 90” 
tall and can have a solid stacker placed on top to reach the max height of 98” inches. The ADA 
compliant door itself comes with many options- select from vinyl, HPL, Solid or Full Lite, and  
passage or locking lever.
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Capture Enhancements

Double Glass Stacker with Solid Door

Double Glass Stacker with Full Lite Door

Double Glass Stackers
Our double glass stackers allow you to create up to 48” of additional height without sacrificing 
anything. These ship complete from our factory in the color or size you desire.

Double Glass Stacker with Full Lite Door
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Capture Enhancements

Bottom Open Tile
For situations where you need to get power directly from the wall, this new Bottom Open Tile 
makes it easy to plug right into the wall and makes reconfiguration a breeze. Circulation can be 
improved and it eliminates the need for power poles.

Previous Capture Enhancements Reminder

Elevated Frame
The Elevated Frame option provides a lighter 
more modern aesthetic and can be used within a 
complete station or in specified sections. Along 
with a lighter look, the elevated frame allows for 
more detailed cleaning in areas that need more 
risk management.

 
 

Frame End Panel
The Frame End Panel option saves space and 
money when incorporated into a plan. Floor space 
is conserved, creating a clean aisle way. Available 
in both wood grain or solid colors, the end panel 
provides a clean surface for branding opportunities 
or display.

Freestanding Foot
The Freestanding Foot option creates a simple  
benching like environment with no return panels.   
The interior frame can hold all the power and data,  
giving you a functional space with less parts needed.  
This frame can be incorporated into any existing  
installation to accommodate the flexing needs in  
the office.
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